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Firm Overview

 Founded in October 2004

 Principals previously worked for Morgan Stanley and Merrill Lynch

 Fee-Only, Registered Investment Advisor (RIA)

 Named one of top independent advisory firms in the U.S. by Wealth Manager 

magazine for 2008

 Firm practice Areas:
 Private Client Group

 Institutional Advisory Group



Our Methodology

Learn more at

www.fixingthe401k.com
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Why Fee Disclosure Matters

What ERISA Says:
―a fiduciary shall discharge his duties with respect to a plan solely in the 

interest of the participants and beneficiaries and— (A) for the exclusive 

purpose of: 

(i) providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries; and 

(ii) defraying reasonable expenses of administering the plan;”

ERISA 404(a)(1)(A)

What the DOL Says:

―(A fiduciary) has a specific obligation to…ensure that fee’s and expenses 

are reasonable in light of the level and quality of services provided…‖

A Look at 401(k) Plan Fee’s

US Department of Labor, Publications. P. 3



The Impact of Fees

Participant A (1.5% in total 

fees)

Participant B (1.0% in total 

fees)

Age 35

$75,000 salary

$7,500/yr in contributions

$66,650 in savings

6% return

30 Years

$689,000 in 

savings

$4,439 in 

guaranteed 

monthly income

30 Years

$765,000 in 

savings

$4,930 in 

guaranteed 

monthly income

$491 per month

$76,000

Estimated monthly income obtained from www.fidelity.com on 4-6-2009.   Assumes a 65-

year -old male resident living in MD who purchases immediate , single-life annuity.

http://www.fidelity.com/


Takeaways from the UTC Ruling

 Benchmark

 Negotiate

 Notify

 Passive vs. active management

 Disclosure of revenue-sharing not material

 A focus on ―total cost‖

 Follow and document a prudent process



Traditional Approach to Fees

 Lack of Transparency/Disclosure

 Conflicts of Interest/Spiraling Costs

 Misrepresentation

 Lack of Understanding and Accountability

 Fiduciary Indifference



The Fiduciary Duty (And Opportunity) 

To Disclose

 There’s no turning back

 Sponsors/Participants have a right to know

 Why we need to lead

 Transparency is a key differentiator that builds trust and strengthens relationships

 If you don’t, someone else will



Categories of Fees

 Asset-based

 Per-Person

 Flat-Rate or Fixed

 Transaction-Based



Specific Types of Fees

 Administration

 Recordkeeping

 Custody/Trustee

 Investment Management Expenses

 Investment Advisory/Fiduciary Consulting

 Audit Fees

 Legal Fees





Tips for Containing Costs

1. Analyze

2. Identify

3. Negotiate

4. Structure



10 Questions For Fiduciaries

1. Are we comfortable with level of proactive fee disclosure provided by our service 

providers?

2. Do we clearly understand all the fees associated with our plan, both direct and indirect, 

who is receiving compensation from the plan, and the amount of that compensation in 

percentages and dollars?

3. How do the fees in our plan compare with other plans that are similar in size?

4. When was the last time we had a detailed fee analysis conducted on our plan by an 

independent, objective third-party?

5. Do any of the funds in our plan include any revenue sharing in the form of Sub-TA fees? 

How much?

6. Is there any amount of 12b-1 fees included in our funds? How much?

7. What share class are the funds in our plan? Why were these share classes chosen?

8. Do we have retail or institutional share classes in the plan? If retail, can we qualify for 

institutional classes?

9. Do any funds in the plan provide for higher 12b-1 fees than others and create a conflict for 

the recommendations by our broker, advisor, or consultant?

10. In light of the previous question, should we consider eliminating all funds that provide for 

any indirect compensation?



Q&A


